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1.1. our history

With more than 60 years’ experience, the 
companies in the Grup Heracles have actively 
participated in the development of Andorra.

n 2005, several Andorran companies within the 
construction sector decided to come together to 
form a single group. Grup Heracles is the result 
of that merger, bringing together some of the 
most important companies in construction and 
related services in the Principality of Andorra.

The combined track records and extensive experience of each 
company has provided Grup Heracles with a history closely linked 
to the development and transformation of Andorra over the past 
60 years. For example, Grup Heracles and its subsidiaries have 
carried out major infrastructure works in Andorra and have 
provided a range of services essential for the current shape of the 
country’s economic life, within a particularly difficult environment 
due to the country’s mountainous topography, a fact that has 
allowed it to achieve excellence in all types of project.

Thanks to this accumulated experience, Grup Heracles has 
the necessary qualifications to offer comprehensive solutions 
for extremely technically difficult projects and has become a 
benchmark both in special projects and in the construction of 
complex infrastructures in mountainous environments.

Very aware of the need to protect the environment since it began 
its activities, Grup Heracles has also been committed to the 
management and processing of construction waste and includes 
all the activities that form the sustainable construction cycle.

The development in the environmental sector has been 
remarkable, and since Grup Heracles currently manages all types 
of waste (solid, urban, collection and selection, special, oils, 
sludge, rubble and waste from WWTP), this has seen it become a 
company of reference and a leader in waste management in the 
Principality of Andorra.

I
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1.2.  our values

corporate social responsibilitycompany culture

Grup Heracles maintains a strong commitment to Andorran 
society and supports social and sporting projects related to its 
company culture.

eyond the achievement of our economic 
objectives, Grup Heracles promotes a 
whole set of actions with the aim of having 
a beneficial and lasting impact on Andorran 
society.

In order to identify the needs to be met 
and to determine the most appropriate actions and measures, 
Grup Heracles maintains a permanent dialogue with various 
community representatives.

To fulfil its strategic CSR policy, Grup Heracles makes various 
contributions to non-profit organisations dedicated to the 
protection of the most disadvantaged and carries out various 
social actions, such as the collaboration with Càritas Andorrana 
to manage the collection of clothing.

Since 2017, Grup Heracles has also been part of the network of 
inclusive companies with the aim of facilitating the integration of 
people with disabilities in the workplace.

Finally, Grup Heracles’ commitment to Andorran society is made 
manifest with the sponsorship of sporting activities, either by 
supporting sports clubs or participating in relevant events.

B
We carry out our busi-
ness within the construc-
tion sector, including civil, 
building and environmental 
projects as well as in relat-
ed services.

With a competitive, inno-
vative, comprehensive, 
professional and socially 
responsible offering, our 
group seeks to ensure the 
satisfaction of every pub-
lic or private entity and of 
every person with whom 
it interacts, both internally 
and externally.

mission
We carry out our work 
with the desire to be a 
benchmark group within 
Andorra, managing suc-
cessful and competitive 
businesses thanks to a 
professional team and 
some united and commit-
ted shareholders.

Our goal is the constant 
search for excellence, 
competitiveness and sus-
tainability in all the activi-
ties we carry out.

vision
Our business culture is 
based on a sustainable 
business model focusing 
on our fundamental values: 
the unity of the family own-
ers, the desire for continui-
ty, financial prudence, aus-
terity, discretion, humility, 
respect, honesty, transpar-
ency, perseverance, effort, 
excellence in work and pro-
fessionalism.

values
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Construction Services 

Public works and construction
Grup Heracles: Inaccés

Positiu/Negatiu

Reducció màximaImatge corporativa

Pantones

Unitat d’identificació

PANTONE 
158

PANTONE 
Black

REDUCCIÓ MÀXIMA  35 mm

Waste

ConcessionsGrup Heracles: Gavsa - Aparcaments la Massana B

Positiu/Negatiu

Reducció màximaImatge corporativa

Pantones

Unitat d’identificació

PANTONE 
221

PANTONE 
Black

REDUCCIÓ MÀXIMA  56 mm

Grup Heracles: Remapalex

Positiu/Negatiu

Reducció màximaImatge corporativa

Pantones

Unitat d’identificació

PANTONE 
221

PANTONE 
Black

REDUCCIÓ MÀXIMA  47 mm

Grup Heracles: Unitas

Positiu/Negatiu

Imatge corporativa

Pantones

Unitat d’identificació

PANTONE 
158

PANTONE 
Black

Reducció màxima

REDUCCIÓ MÀXIMA  30 mm

Grup Heracles: Àrids Andorrans

Positiu/Negatiu

Reducció màximaImatge corporativa

Pantones

Unitat d’identificació

PANTONE 
464

PANTONE 
Black

REDUCCIÓ MÀXIMA  30 mm

Grup Heracles: Àrids Alt Urgell

Positiu/Negatiu

Reducció màximaImatge corporativa

Pantones

Unitat d’identificació

PANTONE 
464

PANTONE 
Black

REDUCCIÓ MÀXIMA  30 mm

Grup Heracles: Unifor

Positiu/Negatiu

Reducció màxima

Aplicacions especials (molt reduïdes)Imatge corporativa

Pantones

Unitat d’identificació

PANTONE 
122

PANTONE 
Black

REDUCCIÓ MÀXIMA  45 mm

REDUCCIÓ MÀXIMA  23 mm

Grup Heracles: Contar

Positiu/Negatiu

Reducció màximaImatge corporativa

Pantones

Unitat d’identificació

PANTONE 
Orange 021

PANTONE 
Black

REDUCCIÓ MÀXIMA  35 mm

Grup Heracles: Treposa

Positiu/Negatiu

Reducció màximaImatge corporativa

Pantones

Unitat d’identificació

PANTONE 
158

PANTONE 
Black

REDUCCIÓ MÀXIMA  40 mm

Grup Heracles: Transports Daniel

Positiu/Negatiu

Reducció màximaImatge corporativa

Pantones

Unitat d’identificació

PANTONE 
158

PANTONE 
Black

REDUCCIÓ MÀXIMA  45 mm

All the companies in the group have highly specialist 
human resources (400 people) and a fleet of approximately 
240 vehicles, as well as the technical means required to 
guarantee that the works are carried out with the maximum 
excellence in terms of quality, cost and time.
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Experts in 3 main sectors: public works and construction, 
construction services and waste management.
Each sector is complemented in order to provide the best solutions for its 
customers and contributes to the sustainable development of the group.

. Protection and distribution

Concrete

Waste 
management

.Land: reuse, environmental 
restoration of quarries, landfill 
management

.Stone: reuse, manufacture of 
aggregates, construction of walls

.Glass/Wood/Plastic: recovery

.Hazardous waste: management 
and transport

Aggregates and quarries
. Quarry management

. Production and transport of aggregates

With the qualifications required to offer comprehensive solutions 
for all types of work, the group includes all the activities that 
form the construction cycle: from production (extraction of raw 
materials) through manufacturing, transportation and construction, 
to final removal (waste disposal or recovery).

rup Heracles includes companies dedicated 
to public works and construction throughout 
Andorra. It has extensive experience and 
enjoys the prestige that its track record brings, 
supported by more than 40 years’ experience 
and the execution of some of the country’s 

most emblematic projects.

Grup Heracles has the financial, technical and professional 
capacity to successfully carry out construction projects for all 
types of buildings and infrastructure, as well as in managing 
public services.

Its in-depth knowledge of the needs of its clients, whether 
professionals in the construction sector, private clients or public 
institutions, has made Grup Heracles the leading company in 
Andorra.

Within this sector, the group has extensive qualifications for 
carrying out both civil works and construction, which includes the 
following: tunnels, bridges, housing developments, excavations, 
hydraulic works, stabilisation of land, sports centres, ski slopes.

The coordinated work of the various companies and the cross-
cutting nature of its involvement in construction and public works 
projects have allowed it to offer solutions adapted to each client 
and to safeguard the environment from the potential impact of 
the processes and services.

G
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. Excavations, stabilisations and demolitions

. Construction and special projects

. Centralised contracting

Public works and 
construction
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The ISO: a management system to achieve excellence

All the companies of the Grup Heracles have the ISO 9001, ISO 14001 
and OHSAS 18001 certifications accredited by ICDQ that guarantee the 

professionalism, commitment and rigour with which the companies 
carry out their activities.

ISO certified companies

14

members of

  

  

  

OHSAS 18001
SEGURIDAD LABORAL



2. public works and 
construction
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Unitas is the result of the merger of 2 pioneering com-
panies in the Andorran construction sector.
The combined experience of the two companies and 
their long track records give UNITAS a recognised 
prestige in Andorra and guarantee its ability to provide 
a comprehensive and professional response to all 
types of public works: earthworks, containment struc-
tures, tunnels, demolitions, hydraulic and road works, 
underground, slopes and construction.

+40 years’ experience

 

The company works within the construction sector 
and is focused on the realisation of all kinds of spe-
cial works such as micropiles, the consolidation and 
stabilisation of land, bar and cable anchors and slope 
reinforcement, among others. It has highly qualified 
professional teams, advanced technology machinery 
that guarantees both the safety of personnel and the 
preservation of the environment and integration into 
the landscape.

+25 years’ experience

 

Specialists in anchoring and vertical works, indispen-
sable in a country of high mountains such as Andorra: 
consolidation and protection of slopes, clearing of un-
stable rocky areas, consolidation of land, prevention 
of rock slides and avalanches.
It offers works and engineering services for the pro-
tection of people and infrastructure against geological 
and natural risks, even in conditions of extreme tech-
nical difficulty.

+20 years’ experience

 

> CG2 Meritxell roundabout >  El Diamant Building

> Stabilisation of the Roc del Corb slopes> El Falgueró Car Park

Grup Heracles: Inaccés

Positiu/Negatiu

Reducció màximaImatge corporativa

Pantones

Unitat d’identificació

PANTONE 
158

PANTONE 
Black

REDUCCIÓ MÀXIMA  35 mm

Grup Heracles: Treposa

Positiu/Negatiu

Reducció màximaImatge corporativa

Pantones

Unitat d’identificació

PANTONE 
158

PANTONE 
Black

REDUCCIÓ MÀXIMA  40 mm

Grup Heracles: Unitas

Positiu/Negatiu

Imatge corporativa

Pantones

Unitat d’identificació

PANTONE 
158

PANTONE 
Black

Reducció màxima

REDUCCIÓ MÀXIMA  30 mm

Grup Heracles: Unitas

Positiu/Negatiu

Imatge corporativa

Pantones

Unitat d’identificació

PANTONE 
158

PANTONE 
Black

Reducció màxima

REDUCCIÓ MÀXIMA  30 mm

With a high capacity for the execution of projects, 
the company has carried out some of the most em-
blematic works in Andorra such as Caldea, the Paris 
Bridge, the new headquarters of the General Council, 
the El Diamant building, the Salita Residential Centre, 
the CG3 roundabout in Escaldes, the Querola and the 
Soldeu platform, and has endowed each of them with 
an undeniable seal of quality.
CEVALLS is expert in studies and projects, construc-
tions of single-family and multi-family dwellings, indus-
trial and commercial buildings, excavations, earth-
works, bridges, tunnels and public works in general.

+28 years’ experience
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The group has built numerous roads, as well as 
unique elements such as intersections, round-
abouts and junctions.

Due to the mountainous topography of Andorra, it presents complex road 
engineering solutions, such as anchorage, rockfall mesh protection, ma-
sonry walls and anchored walls, among others.

> Dos Valires Access Tunnel 

> CG2 La Bartra extension

> CG2 Llorts extension> CG2 Encamp extension> CG2 Ransol roundabout

roads
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Grup Heracles has extensive experience in the construction of develop-
ments for both residential and industrial estates.

These developments include the construction of all necessary services: 
potable water supply, sewage network, electricity and telephony.

In order to give the work that undeniable seal 
of quality, Grup Heracles puts all the necessary 
care into the surface finishes such as the pav-
ing of both roads and pavements, and street 
furniture.

> Passeig Gran Valira

> Avinguda Meritxelll       >> Avinguda del Fener  

 > Avinguda del Fener  

developments
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Grup Heracles has spe-
cialised in tunnelling tech-
niques and has also inter-
vened in the restoration, 
repair and maintenance 
tasks of existing tunnels.

Among its staff, Grup Heracles includes 
the technicians specialising in this type 
of infrastructure of underground work.

tunnels

> Pont Pla tunnel

> Dos Valires tunnel

> Radio Andorra tunnel
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Grup Heracles has successfully built bridges of all kinds:
post-tensioned concrete, mixed structure, metal, prefabricated beams, tensioned and with subsequent blasting

These structures have been used for all types of need: bridges, viaducts and pedestrian footbridges.

> Soldeu Skiing Platform> Escaldes-Engordany Roundabout> París Bridge

> Dos Valires Access Tunnel

bridges
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Among the various hydraulic 
works carried out by Grup Hera-
cles, there are treatment plants 
for both drinking water and 
wastewater, using various tech-
nologies, as well as large diame-
ter and varied material conduits.

Grup Heracles has also built all kinds of auxiliary el-
ements in these types of facilities such as pumping 
stations, valves, custom pieces, as well as artificial 
lagoons and reservoirs.

> Arinsal Storage Tank

> Arinsal Storage Tank

> Arcalís Mini-Hydroelectric Station

> Southern water treatment works

hydraulic works
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Grup Heracles is the leading 
company in Andorra for exca-
vations of all types, difficulties 
and scales.

Realisation of the most complex and largest 
excavations in the country, with all kinds of specialist 
means (hammer, ripper, explosives, expansive 
cement and expansive gas).

The group has a complete machinery fleet and is 
specialist in all types of excavations, support and 
demolitions.

A company pioneering in complex demolitions in 
Andorra.

It has the only demolition robot in the country, an elec-
tric robot with remote control that considerably incre-
ases the safety and performance of workers.

Specialists in manual demolitions with demolition 
robot, machine and breaker hammer and demolition 
jaw (up to 13m high).

Execution of the first work in the 
country using a LEED manage-
ment system, an American seal of 
quality with international prestige.

> Chalet Grogues

> Falgueró Car Park Excavation > Andorra Telecom building demolition

excavations demolitions
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Grup Heracles has extensive experience in the construction of 
residential buildings, always taking great care over both exterior 
and interior finishes.

Aspects such as preventing thermal bridges and the correct use of insulation and waterproofing are 
harmoniously linked to the quality of the materials used.

> El Diamant Building

> Tàpies Building

> Ribasol Ski Park Residential Complex 

> La Quirola Building

residential building
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Non-residential buildings, both for private and public clients.

Among the numerous buildings by Grup Heracles, there are multi-storey car parks, industrial buildings, offices, 
commercial premises, as well as landmark buildings and public administration head offices. Grup Heracles also 
has experience in construction of leisure centres and spas, such as Caldea.

> Accés Túnel Dos Valires

> Andorra la Vella Congress Centre

> Residencial Salita

> Petrol Station

> General Council

> Caldea

non-residential building
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Both for reasons of conservation and 
for the improvement of singular and 
emblematic houses and buildings, Grup 
Heracles operates with safety, quality, 
innovation and the technical exactitude 
that the work requires. 

Refurbishments, such as the Hotel Rosaleda or historical bridges, de-
monstrate the quality of the works carried out.

> Improving accessibility in the shopping centre

> Hotel Rosaleda

> Casa Bauseli (before and after)

> Anyós Park Hotel

> Capri Building (before and after)

refurbishments
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The complicated Andorran mountainous topography has always required 
the employment of sophisticated techniques to avoid damaging various 
infrastructure items such as roads or buildings, and to prevent falls of 
rocks, stones, or avalanches.

The placement of barriers and protective nets, as well as the use of anchors to fix items, are specialties 
of the Grup Heracles companies.

Today, these protective requirements are widely used, particularly throughout the mountainous regions.

> Engolasters > Roc dels Corbs

slope stabilisation

estabilització de vessants
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INSTAL·LACIONS ESPORTIVES

Throughout its long history, Grup Heracles has built various sports 
facilities: sports pavilions, stadiums, stadium stands, skating rinks, 
swimming pools, gymnasiums and buildings for extreme sports.

> La Massana Football Pitch

> Freestyle Centre > Ordino Sports centre

> Caldea Padel courts

sports facilities
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Grup Heracles has also specialised in 
the construction and conditioning of ski 
slopes, some approved by the Interna-
tional Ski Federation (FIS). The Riberal 
track stands out, approved by the FIS for 
the one kilometre speed skiing trial.

It has also built artificial snowmaking networks and buildings 
connected to the facilities such as high mountain shelters and 
restaurants and cable car buildings, as well as the civil works of 
all types of lifts.

Grup Heracles has also executed a landmark work: the Soldeu 
skiing platform which will host the Skiing World Cup in2019.

> Coll de la Botella Service Building

> Riberal Ski Slope (Grau Roig)

> Àliga Ski Slope (El Tarter)

> Pla de la Cot Services Building (Pal, Arinsal)

> Petavit Snow Plant (Grau Roig)

> Soldeu skiing platform

> Riba Escorxada Escalators (El Tarter) > Llac del Cubil Ski Lift (Grau Roig)> Tarter Cable-Car Building

ski slopes



3. services for 
construction
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ANDORRANS
rids

The company is dedicated to the dis-
tribution and sale of all types of aggre-
gates for the preparation of mortar, 
concrete, bituminous mixtures and 
structural layers for road surfaces, 
highlighting, among others, washed 
and dried sand with a grain size be-
tween 0.2 mm and 0.4 mm, gravel 
from 4 to 70 mm, artificial aggregate, 
gravel, crushing and mixing. The mate-
rial is supplied by the two quarries that 
Grup Heracles has in Alt Urgell.

+30 years’ experience

aggregates and quarries

concrete

ALT URGELL
rids

This company is dedicated to the 
production of aggregates for con-
struction. It has a calcareous stone 
deposit and an aggregate treatment 
plant.

+30 years’ experience

The company manufactures and 
markets concrete in Andorra. As a 
guarantee of quality, UNIFOR com-
plies with the “structural concre-
te instruction”. Together with the 
production capacity, it has a major 
fleet of concrete mixer vehicles in 
order to distribute the concrete to 
the point of use, as well as several 
vehicles with pumps that allow easy 
access to any supply point.

+35 years’ experience

The limestone quarries located in the Alt Urgell region supply Grup Heracles with the necessary aggregates for 
the production of high quality concretes, as well as for various fillings with selected material. This material is also 
sold to third parties, for the mentioned uses and for the manufacture of bituminous mixtures of intermediate 
layers.

Grup Heracles is the most important concrete producer in Andorra, producing all types of concrete and mortar, 
and meeting both the requirements set out under both the Spanish and French regulations. It provides services 
to all construction companies and public works companies in the country. It also collaborates with engineering 
firms to meet all demands and needs, both technically and with new products as required.
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> Àrids Quarry Alt Urgell
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altres serveis

Since 1952
Materials Riba is the oldest com-
pany in the group. It is dedicated to 
the trade of construction goods and 
materials, hardware, bathrooms, 
kitchens and DIY, which means it 
has extensive knowledge of the 
needs of both professionals and pri-
vate customers.

Thanks to its experience and its long 
history in the sector, Materials Riba 
has distribution agreements with 
leading operators that allow it to 
offer the main brands and the most 
up-to-date models on the market.

Materials Riba has an exhibition 
space of more than 1,000 m2 and 
has a highly qualified human re-
sources team that offers personal-
ised advice.

construction waste
Grup Heracles currently has a waste management entity, duly authorised for the management of construction 
waste and has its own infrastructure to process, store and transport rubble, plastic, iron, wood and all types of 
construction waste.

other services
Grup Heracles also has well-established companies in Andorra, closely linked to the construction sector.

Since 1985, the company has been engaged in the transport of earth, 
rubble and aggregates, as well as extraordinary transport using low 
loaders.

> Contar Plant

>  Riba

A pioneering company in Andorra in the transport, collection, selection 
and handling of waste from construction, industry, commerce and oth-
er public and private organisations. It has a sorting plant where waste is 
classified in order to improve management, either through recovery within 
the country or through export to other authorised managers, seeking max-
imum efficiency in management.

+30 years’ experience



4. waste
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> Separate collection trucks

> Destruction of documents and cardboard compacting

It is responsible for waste management in general, industrial and urban cleaning 
and the marketing of environmental systems.

It also offers a confidential documentation collection and destruction service for 
both public and private organisations.

+20 years’ experience

The company is responsible for the collection, transport, treatment, export, as well 
as the disposal when required, of urban and industrial solid waste and its derivatives, 
including separate collection. It also includes cleaning services for public and private 
roads.
Since 2016, Pirinenca de Serveis has been the concession holder for refuse collec-
tion and separate collection of glass, packaging and paper-cardboard in all the par-
ishes of the Principality.
Pirinenca de Servies SA has waste management permits in:
- the waste transport category with authorisation to transport waste in approximately 
200 categories.
-the waste storage category with authorisation to store waste of mineral and vegeta-
ble oils
- various permits for the export of waste.

+20 years’ experience

The evolution in the needs of Andorran society regarding 
the reduction and recycling of waste has meant that this 
issue has become a priority for the group.
Thus, Grup Heracles meets the needs of public services and is responsible for the management and treatment of 
other types of waste (urban solid waste, separate collection and sorting, special collections, oils, WWTP sludge).



5. concessions
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Gestora d’Aparcaments de les Valls (GAVSA) is a company dedicated to the comprehensive management of qual-
ity car parking in La Massana and has been granted the concession for a period of 50 years.

Currently, it manages more than 1,700 parking spaces within covered and uncovered car parks, squares in blue 
zone, and offers a personalised service of the highest quality.

With the desire to meet the varied needs of customers (parking by hours, by days or long-term, motor-homes, 
coaches, subscriptions, Vallnord special or heavy snowfall), GAVSA offers a number of options to facilitate parking 
in the parish of La Massana.

Remapalex is a company that carries out the process of differentiation of diesel oil through tracers (dyes) for 
heating uses.

 It is also responsible for the supervision, mon-
itoring and administrative management of the 
repairs of the vehicle and machinery fleet of 
the group companies, acting as a specialist 
purchasing centre.
In addition, it buys, sells and manages all the 
fuel necessary for the operations of the com-
panies within the group and carries out the 
administrative management of consumption 
for the Envalira tunnel and obtains greater sav-
ings in purchasing, optimising administrative 
resources.

> El Farré Negre

> La Closeta

> Prat del Molí >  Blue zone



directory
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